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Earning your trust

We believe that trust is earned over time with hard work and strategic investments.

The factors that set us apart today have one thing in common: we’ve been honing them for decades.

Design leadership
A rigorous, comprehensive approach to design is central to every company across our family of brands. This approach fuels our portfolio of pioneering products and award-winning innovations that address the evolving needs of the public sector—all while minimizing our environmental footprint.

Proven success
Back in 1975, Herman Miller became the first office furniture manufacturer awarded a GSA schedule. Since then, we’ve been a leading Schedule 71 supplier year after year—consistency that has earned Herman Miller one of the largest installed bases within the federal government.

Operational excellence
We share our culture of high performance across our value chain—with our suppliers, our dealer network, and throughout our manufacturing facilities around the world—to ensure that we’re delivering value with the best pricing and simplified procurement for government clients.

Purpose and values
As we live our purpose—design for the good of humankind—we’re guided by a concise set of core values, which inform the way we lead, the way we see one another, and the way we work together.
About Us

U.S. Manufacturing Facilities

Herman Miller is an American company with headquarters in Zeeland, Michigan. We have manufacturing facilities in the following U.S. cities:

- Holland, MI
- Spring Lake, MI
- Zeeland, MI
- Sheboygan, WI
- Hickory, NC
- Atlanta, GA
Showrooms

To provide customers with an extensive Herman Miller experience, we have showrooms in key cities across the country.

- Holland, MI
- Los Angeles, CA
- San Francisco, CA
- Washington, DC
- Atlanta, GA
- Chicago, IL
- New York, NY
- Dallas, TX
Dealers

Work with Herman Miller and you'll work with a global network of dealers who understand the complexities of government procurement and have been trained to handle government projects.

And having a global dealer network ensures there is support for U.S. government installations worldwide.

Identify dealers that serve specific countries around the world with our Global Dealer Locator.
Desks and Workspaces
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Action Office System
Canvas Office Landscape
Ethospace System
Layout Studio
Motia Sit-to-Stand Tables
Nevi Sit-to-Stand Tables
Nevi Link

OE1 Workspace Collection
Pari Screens
Public Office Landscape
Renew Sit-to-Stand Tables
Renew Link
Supports both individual and collaborative work.

Quick and easy to install and reconfigure.

Exceeds industry requirements for strength and durability.
Wide but cohesive array of choices.

Create complete, unified landscapes that are flexible, beautiful, and scalable.

Support individuals working alone and varying numbers of people working together.

Efficient kit of parts supports many applications:

- Private offices
- Workstations
- Group and community spaces
Canvas Channel™

Canvas Channel is a streamlined, freestanding structure with intuitive access to power and data. It provides simple, linear boundaries for individual workstations or group settings—and utilizes height-adjustable desks and freestanding storage with ease. Multiple material options provide harmony with the rest of Canvas Office Landscape.
Canvas Dock

Canvas Dock is the foundation for desks, storage, surfaces, and screens. As workplace needs evolve for organizations—influxes of employees, changing priorities—Canvas Dock keeps up by allowing additions and removals with ease. Mix and match materials based on your aesthetic and establish design consistency with the rest of your office.
Canvas Metal Desk

Canvas Metal Desk delivers a durable design that works both in an open plan or a private office. It gives organizations the opportunity to adapt as their needs and the people within it change.
Canvas Private Office

Canvas Private Office creates inclusive, enclosed workspaces that give people the space and tools to get work done, whether that’s a quiet place away from the buzz or a brainstorming workshop. Private Office can flex to suit any culture, from traditional to progressive, with materials that harmonize with the rest of Canvas Office Landscape.
Canvas Vista™

Canvas Vista is a system of desks with a clever design that trims the size of workstations, freeing up space for more people or diverse settings. By using every square inch smartly, it provides compression without compromise.
Canvas Wall

Canvas Wall is an elegant space divider and power and data distributor. A variety of wall dividers keep things open or give privacy. Multiple material options allow organizations to reveal their character—all while harmonizing with the rest of the Canvas Office Landscape.
The original frame-and-tile system. Dozens of tile options for design flexibility. Steel frames provide incomparable capacity for power and data and support hang-on storage and work surfaces. Superior adaptability allows long-term use even when workstyles evolve.
Conceived with the person in mind and based on the belief that place can help people do more, Layout Studio is a lightscaled solution that is available around the world. The highly flexible design can be easily modified to support the ever-evolving needs of individuals and groups.

Broad applications range:

- Desking
- 120-degree solutions
- Meeting spaces
In an ongoing effort to promote wellness in the workplace, the Motia Sit-to-Stand Table puts people and workplaces in motion. Moving with workers and their workflow, Motia enables a smooth transition between sitting and standing. Designed with quality, minimal materials, and available in various finishes, Motia makes height adjustability easy to afford, easy to use, and easy to integrate—in any setting.
Nevi™ Sit-to-Stand Tables

We think people should be able to sit—and stand—comfortably. With the efficiently designed Nevi, you don't have to choose between getting desks or ergonomic office chairs or accessories—you can have it all. Nevi encourages regular movement between postures for better energy and productivity, and is available in refined, timeless finishes that harmonize with the entire Herman Miller portfolio.

**Benefits:**

- Encourages movement between sitting and standing postures.
- Efficiently designed so you can acquire a sit-to-stand table and everything else you need.
- Finishes pair well with other products.

Nevi™ Sit-to-Stand Tables Product Page
Fit more people into your office without sacrificing their comfort with Nevi Link. This system of sit-to-stand desks encourages regular movement and condenses your real estate footprint through a streamlined design. It’s how we’re helping you create an active and efficient office and a healthy bottom line.

Scale Nevi Link to any application with multiple configurations and options for cable management. Nevi’s efficient design means you have more to invest in the spaces and tools people need to thrive—collaborative settings with a residential vibe, multi-functional conference rooms, or more standing desk systems.
OE1 Workspace Collection

OE1 is a collection of optimized, essential pieces for a new era in the workplace. It's designed to help people experiment with space, discover what works in the moment, and change rapidly for the future.

OE1 enables agility—for organizations, teams, and individuals—by creating flexible, fluid environments that adapt to evolving goals and personal preferences.

Whether you're using individual pieces or the entire collection, OE1 is designed to seamlessly fit into floorplates, amplifying and optimizing your existing spaces—or creating totally new ones.
Pari™ Screens

Pari is a family of screens. Some versions are freestanding, others attach to surfaces or frames, all are tackable and share a frameless, thin profile. Their consistent details and complementary colors contribute to aesthetic continuity as they delineate space and provide privacy. Compatible with many Herman Miller products, Pari Screens work in settings across the office landscape. With Pari Screens, organizations can compress workstations and standardize on lower wall heights without sacrificing the privacy employees need so they can focus, or the boundary that creates personal space so they feel comfortable.
Public Office Landscape®

Creates office “flow” where people are engaged, focused, and free to move between conversations and tasks.

Helps individuals work better together. Modular kit of parts allows for ease of reconfiguration.

Lets people work how and where they want:

- Casual group areas

- Corridors are turned into usable space

- Individual spaces support sharing and interaction, or productivity and privacy
Renew™ Sit-to-Stand Tables

No matter how supportive your chair is, too much sitting is bad for your health. So when your body is ready to move, the Renew sit-to-stand table follows your lead. Raising or lowering the surface feels as natural as swiveling in your chair. Alternating between sitting and standing will become second nature, and adding healthy movement to your day will become your first choice.
Renew™ Link

Renew Link delivers everything organizations like about benching systems (specifically, their high density), while addressing many of the things workers would like to change about them (low privacy and high distraction).

And by accommodating both sitting and standing working postures, it brings a new level of individual choice to shared work environments.
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Aeron Chairs
Aside Chairs
Caper Stacking Chairs
Celle Chairs
Cosm Chairs
Embody Chairs
Keyn Chair Group
Lino Chairs

Mirra 2 Chairs
Plex Lounge Furniture
Sayl Chairs
Setu Chairs
Swoop Lounge Furniture
Valor Seating Family
Verus Chairs
When Aeron debuted in 1994 it was a chair unlike any the world had ever seen. It didn’t just change how people sat, but what they thought a chair could be. But a lot has changed since then, so it made sense that Aeron should change too.

So how did we improve one of the most iconic and beloved chairs in the world? We recruited co-designer Don Chadwick to reexamine the design criteria that led him and Bill Stumpf to Aeron in the context of today’s work and technology. With stronger, smarter materials, better adjustment capabilities, new finish options, and a healthier, more comfortable sit, we didn’t recreate or redesign the Aeron Chair—we remastered it.

Aeron® Chairs

Features

1. **8Z Pellicle**
   8Z Pellicle offers unprecedented comfort through eight varied zones of tension in the seat and back.

2. **PostureFit SL™**
   The PostureFit SL supports the sacral region to nurture the natural S-shape of the spine, supports the pelvis, and activates healthful posture. A secondary pad supports to the lumbar region.

3. **Harmonic™ 2 Tilt**
   The tilt moves with you naturally, allowing you to shift from forward to reclining postures intuitively and smoothly, and always at an optimal balance point.

4. **Three Sizes**
   Aeron comes in three sizes to ensure a better fit.
Aside Chair

Aside gives people a comfortable place to sit, whether it’s for a few seconds or hours. With its thick cushions and healthful contours, it is uniquely supportive, as easy on the body as it is on the eyes. Available with casters or glides, Aside is ideal for a variety of spaces, from multipurpose rooms to individual workstations.
Caper® Stacking Chairs

Caper is a family of nimble, stylish chairs and stools that move easily and brighten up a room with their color and flair. Designed to be portable, Caper stackable chairs can be stacked six-high on the floor or 15-high on the Caper Cart and then moved easily as a group. Caper stackable stools can be stacked up to five-high on the floor.
Celle® Chairs

The Celle chair evolved from a vision for a highly engineered, “intelligent” surface that could provide superior comfort and support. The result is Celle’s exclusive Cellular Suspension™. Its cells and connecting loops are engineered to provide the perfect flex map for supporting your body. They form and reform with your movements, while letting air flow through to keep you comfortable.

Features

1. Harmonic™ 2 Tilt
   The tilt enables natural, balanced movement through a range of postures.

2. Cellular Suspension
   Interconnecting loops form a “flex map” that conforms to your unique shape while you move (available in the seat and back).

3. PostureFit®
   Posturefit supports your spine at its lowest point, the sacrum, and reinforces your pelvis, preventing slouching and fatigue while you sit.

4. Optional Height-Adjustable Lumbar Support
   The height-adjustable lumbar support provides an added level of spinal support and comfort for the lumbar region.

5. Contoured Seat Pad
   The seat pad incorporates a blend of injection molding and foam to provide seamless, long-term comfort for people of all shapes and sizes.
Cosm® Chairs

Sit in Cosm, and you just might forget you’re sitting in a chair at all. Designed by Studio 7.5, Cosm’s sophisticated ergonomic design instantly responds to your body, movement, and posture to provide natural balance and total support. No matter who sat in the chair before you, how long you’ll be in it, or what you’ll be doing, Cosm gives you a new experience of comfort—anywhere you work.

Features

1. **Auto-Harmonic™ Tilt**
   The tilt instantly and automatically provides balanced support and movement, depending on your body and posture.

2. **Intercept Suspension**
   Breathable and temperature-neutral, the continuous form of this elastomeric suspension eliminates the gap between the seat and back, conforming to each person’s body to provide dynamic spinal support.

3. **Flexible Frame**
   The thin but strong frame feels nearly non-existent and offers support while flexing so you can comfortably move your upper body.

4. **Dipped-in-Color**
   Cosm is available in one hue from top to bottom to further cement the unity of the design and the sculptural quality of the chair.

5. **Leaf Arms**
   Leaf Arms provide a large, comfortable resting place for your elbows.

6. **Additional Arm Options**
   Cosm is also available with height-adjustable arms, fixed arms, or without arms.
Embody® Chairs

Embody began when Jeff Weber and Bill Stumpf saw an unsolved problem: the lack of physical harmony between us and our technology. They came up with a radical idea: design an agile, health-positive chair that benefits both body and mind. The result is Embody. Its design features have been shown in clinical tests to lower heart rates and stimulate blood and oxygen flow. That, in turn, helps people stay focused and alert.

The Herman Miller X Logitech G Embody Gaming Chair is also available on GSA contract.

Features

1. **Tilt + Kicker**
   Embody’s tilt provides natural, balanced motion through a range of posture changes. Its additional “kicker” feature provides an extended recline for stretching.

2. **PostureFit®**
   PostureFit supports your spine at its lowest point, the sacrum, and reinforces your pelvis, preventing slouching and fatigue while you sit.

3. **Pixelated Support™**
   A highly engineered matrix of pixels provides targeted pressure distribution throughout the seat and back (for optimal weight distribution, blood flow, and thermal comfort).

4. **Backfit™ Adjustment**
   Tunable central spine and flexible ribs align the chair’s backrest with your back’s natural curve to uniquely support each region of your spine.

5. **Narrow Upper Back Design**
   The narrow design at the top of the chair encourages torso movement and allows for arms to swing freely, increasing airflow into the lungs.

6. **Seat Layers**
   A combination of supportive layers in Embody’s seat work together to reduce seated pressure and allow for airflow, keeping you cool and comfortable as you sit.
Keyn Chair Group

The Keyn Chair Group is a range of meeting and side chairs that offer responsive movement and immediate comfort for collaborative spaces, while complementing the Herman Miller task chair portfolio. Keyn’s unique CradleFlex movement enables the user to adopt a wider range of postures, opening the torso for improved comfort in collaborative environments. The three base options support a common, one-piece seat and shell. An extensive CMF offer and three pad variants enable the chair to reflect the true personality of a business or individual user.

Features

1. Patented Recline Mechanism
   The patented recline mechanism lets people recline up to 10 degrees.

2. Perforated Pattern
   The perforated pattern adds aeration and textural depth.

3. Fully Upholstered Version
   The fully upholstered version offers additional comfort and creates an opportunity for an optional color accent to show through.

4. Return-to-Center Swivel Base
   This option (available on four-star base only) ensures that meeting spaces always look great, even when they aren’t in use.

5. Five-Star Base with Casters
   This option is ideal for working at a desk, collaborating with colleagues, or sitting comfortably in a meeting.

6. Stackable
   Four leg chairs can be easily stacked up to four high and stowed when not in use.
Lino™ Chairs

Lino lives at the nexus of comfort and value. Charged with designing a high-performance work chair at an exceptional value, award-winning designers Sam Hecht and Kim Colin found inspiration in constraint. Thanks to their design prowess and Herman Miller’s ergonomic expertise—including our patented PostureFit™ technology—Lino joins our portfolio of high-performance work chairs.

**Features**

1. **High-Performance Suspension**
   Features integrated lumbar support and comfortable aeration. It’s available in six colors.

2. **PostureFit®**
   Achieved when the optional, adjustable back support is added to the chair—offering additional sacral and lumbar support.

3. **Arm Options**
   Available with no arms, fixed arms, height-adjustable arms, or fully adjustable arms. The arms were carefully considered, smartly mimicking yours: wider at the elbow and slimmer at the wrist.

4. **Seat**
   Its contoured seat works together with its high-performance suspension to give you total spinal support, whether you’re sitting still or moving around.

5. **Seat Depth Adjustability**
   (Work Chair Only)
   Available with seat depth control to accommodate people of various heights.

6. **CMF Range**
   Comes in a Black or Mineral frame, six suspension options, and a variety of upholstery options with dozens of fabrics available for the seat.
Mirra® 2 Chairs

As work evolves, and we become more active, flexing from individual to collaborative work in an instant, Mirra 2 moves as you do, at one with your body. When you sit, Mirra 2 adapts to you instantly. Shift and it dynamically supports even your slightest movements. By rethinking every part of a successful design, we made Mirra 2 leaner, lighter, and so responsive it supports you wherever you go. Mirra 2 advances how you sit.

Features

1. **Harmonic™ 2 Tilt**
   The tilt enables natural, balanced movement through a range of postures.

2. **Butterfly Back™**
   The Butterfly back combines the comfort of upholstery with the strength of polymer to provide pressure distribution from sacrum to the upper thoracic regions of the spine.

3. **TriFlex Back™**
   The size, shape, and pattern of the holes in the TriFlex back create zones of support that allow healthy seated movement. The TriFlex back also meets rigorous cleaning protocols.

4. **PostureFit®**
   PostureFit supports your spine at its lowest point, the sacrum, and reinforces your pelvis, preventing slouching and fatigue while you sit.

5. **Optional Height-Adjustable Lumbar Support**
   The height-adjustable lumbar support provides an added level of spinal support and comfort for the lumbar region.

6. **AireWeave™ Seat Suspension**
   The seat suspension conforms to your shape, distributes your weight evenly, and keeps heat from building up as you sit.

Mirra 2 Chairs Product Page
Plex Lounge Furniture is ideal for organizations that want to give people more options for working across the entire office landscape, while also keeping them comfortable and supported. Each element of this modular system can be used alone or combined in settings where people can focus on individual work, brainstorm with a group, or socialize with colleagues. From armchairs and sofas to ottomans, benches, and tables, the Plex family of modular furniture gives people supportive comfort for work in a variety of settings. A design that uses just a few parts to form many seating combinations, Plex has the ability to adapt as needs change.
People at their best live unframed, going beyond expectations to surprise and delight us. With Sayl, we set out to design and build a chair that gives form to that spirit, making a chair that is as affordable as it is inventive. Inspired by the principles of suspension bridges, the frameless back of the Sayl work chair encourages a full range of movement while the suspension back material keeps you cool.

**Features**

1. **Harmonic™ Tilt**  
Sayl’s Harmonic Tilt enables natural, balanced movement through a range of postures.

2. **3D Intelligent® Suspension**  
Sayl’s unframed 3D Intelligent back (available in midback) supports key regions of your back as you stretch and move.

3. **PostureFit®**  
PostureFit supports your spine at its lowest point, the sacrum, and reinforces your pelvis, preventing slouching and fatigue while you sit.

4. **Optional Height-Adjustable Lumbar Support**  
The optional height-adjustable lumbar support provides an added level of spinal support and comfort for your lumbar region.

5. **Contoured Seat Pad**  
The contoured seat pad incorporates a blend of injection molding and foam to provide seamless long-term comfort for people of all shapes and sizes.
Seating

**Setu® Chairs**

Technology has changed how and where we work. Now we work anywhere and everywhere. No matter where we work, we want a comfortable chair. Setu’s innovative Kinematic Spine™ bends and flexes to your every move. The Setu family of chairs is designed to fit virtually all spaces and places.

Setu® Chairs Product Page
Swoop™ Lounge Furniture

Swoop in and connect with others. Sit, sprawl, lie down. Throw your leg over a chair arm while you work, talk, or just relax. Traditional lounge furniture inhibits movement. Swoop encourages it. A modular system that lets you position a table or ottoman here or there, wherever it works best at the moment, Swoop takes the edge off lounge furniture.
Ideal for settings that get a lot of use, with a design that really holds up. The Valor Family is great for a variety of spaces, from waiting areas to patient rooms. The durable frame, made from powder-coated steel, keeps these chairs long-lasting. And a gap between the seat and back of the chair makes it easy to clean. The contoured arms of the chair give support and easy movement in and out, for increased accessibility. Available to use together or separately, in the following models: side, plus, stacking, easy access, and patient chairs; multiple seating; and a side table.
Verus® Chairs

Verus redefines what an affordable work chair can be. Efficiently designed and engineered to assure ergonomic alignment and support, it gives people both short-term and long-term comfort at an equally comfortable price.

Features

1. Verus Side Chairs are available with the option for a suspension or upholstered back.
2. Verus Side Chairs are stackable up to four high.
3. The Triflex™ back option has engineered flex patterning that defines three ergonomic zones and responds to your movement.
4. A contoured seat pad incorporates a blend of injection molding and foam for seamless long-term comfort.
5. With built-in sacral reinforcement and options for adjustable lumbar support, Verus strengthens employee wellness through engineered design.
6. Fully Synchronized Tilt provides balanced motion through a range of posture changes.
7. Verus Plus Chair supports up to 500 pounds and has an extended width to be inclusive of all body types.
8. With an engineered composite seat, durable frame, and backed by Herman Miller’s 12-year, 3-shift warranty, Verus Plus Chairs are designed for rigorous use in healthcare environments.

Verus Chair Product Page
Store

Canvas Storage
Meridian Storage
OE1 Storage Trolleys
Tu Storage
Canvas Storage

Storage options that integrate into the flexible Canvas kit of parts include:

- Wardrobe cabinets
- File drawers
- Shelving units
- Mobile pedestals that double as seating areas when topped with an upholstered cushion.
Meridian® Storage

Meridian is storage that also gives people places to gather and collaborate.

Stack modules high, low, or long.

Switch out one module for another or add a cushion top.

Make modules face opposite directions, so more people have access.

Choices range from light to dark neutrals, classic metallics, multiple veneers, and several pull styles.
OE1 Storage Trolleys

OE1 Storage Trolleys provide personal storage with a minimalist aesthetic and a slim profile for the office or home.

• OE1 Storage Trolleys move easily as teams regroup and floorplates reconfigure, helping people adapt their spaces as needs change and organizations evolve.

• Featuring a lean, minimalist design, OE1 Storage Trolleys optimize space in compressed footprints.

• OE1 Storage Trolleys come in a range of colors, so you can pick an option that stands out or one that blends in.
Tu® Storage

“Tu” means “you.” Herman Miller’s Tu puts the focus on you.

Great value, essential function, and cost efficiency with quality, choice, and refined looks.

- Available with box and file drawers in lots of different configurations, with or without cushion tops.
- Materials palette includes veneers and multiple pull styles.
Gather

Canvas Group
Eames Tables
Everywhere Tables
Exclave
Headway Tables
OE1 Workspace Collection
Overlay

Plex Lounge Furniture
Swoop Lounge Furniture
Canvas Group

Canvas supports activities that range from individuals working alone to varying numbers of people working together.

1. Markerboard doors
2. Canvas Group storage application
3. Canvas Group team wall plus technology module
The extensive variety of sizes, shapes, and finishes of Eames tables means you can have the kind of table you want. The ingenious modular base designed by Charles and Ray Eames makes for a very versatile line.
Conference and Lounge Furniture

**Everywhere™ Tables**

These tables work anywhere you decide to use them.

Fine lines and refined aesthetic bring unity and visual calm.

A simple kit of top shapes and leg styles combine in nearly limitless ways.

Easy to customize.
People have always gathered to solve complex problems and generate big ideas. Yet today the stakes are higher, as more organizations rely on innovative thinking for success.

Exclave addresses this need by equipping people to be more effective. It’s a thoughtfully cohesive suite of products—from boards that stack, to carts that move them, to tables and rail-hung tools that get everyone involved. Together, these products let people and teams collaborate to develop and share their work more fluidly and spontaneously across the office landscape.
Headway™ Tables

Set things in motion with Headway: conference and communal tables designed for seamless technology so teammates can connect, collaborate, and move ideas forward. Boasting an impressive array of shapes, finishes, configurations, and postures, you can customize Headway to fit any office and aesthetic. From brainstorm to board room, Headway’s sleek design and tech prowess make it an essential part of every meeting.
OE1 Workspace Collection

OE1 is a collection of optimized, essential pieces for a new era in the workplace. It’s designed to help people experiment with space, discover what works in the moment, and change rapidly for the future.

OE1 enables agility—for organizations, teams, and individuals—by creating flexible, fluid environments that adapt to evolving goals and personal preferences.

Whether you’re using individual pieces or the entire collection, OE1 is designed to seamlessly fit into floorplates, amplifying and optimizing your existing spaces—or creating totally new ones.

OE1 Workspace Collection Product Page
Overlay™

Designed to transform an open floorplan, Overlay is a system of sub-architectural, movable walls intended to help you define your space. Use Overlay to create freestanding rooms, give shape to large open spaces, or simply divide one area from another. Because Overlay is flexible, and can take mere hours to relocate, your office could function as one space today and by tomorrow, serve a totally different purpose—all without calling the contractor. Overlay creates visual clarity in open plan offices and gives organizations the agility to evolve on the fly.
Plex Lounge Furniture

Plex Lounge Furniture is ideal for organizations that want to give people more options for working across the entire office landscape, while also keeping them comfortable and supported. Each element of this modular system can be used alone or combined in settings where people can focus on individual work, brainstorm with a group, or socialize with colleagues. From armchairs and sofas to ottomans, benches, and tables, the Plex family of modular furniture gives people supportive comfort for work in a variety of settings. A design that uses just a few parts to form many seating combinations, Plex has the ability to adapt as needs change.
Swoop™ Lounge Furniture

Sweeping curves and modular components of Swoop Lounge Seating provide configuration options for a variety of spaces.

Freestanding tables can function as desks or stools. The square box table is available with power access.
Support

Technology Support
Desk Accessories
Lighting
Technology Support

1 **Keyboard supports** attach to the underside of a work surface to position your keying surface at the proper height and angle for your body. A wide range of height and tilt adjustments ensure healthy placement for people and furniture of all sizes; mechanisms store neatly under the work surface when not in use.

2 **Concerto® Monitor Arms** provide effortless horizontal and vertical movement to position screen for optimal viewing.

3 **Power and data modules** provide intuitive connections between people and their technology.

4 **CPU supports** keep equipment off the surface, yet easily accessible.
Desk Accessories

1 **Ubi® Work Tools** enable people to organize, personalize, and work effectively.

2 **Paper holders and supply trays** keep papers organized and supplies within easy reach.
Lighting

1 **LED Under Shelf Task Light** mounts below metal overheads and shelves to light a work surface.

2 **Tone™ Personal Light** is an adjustable and energy-efficient LED light.
Contract Information
Contract information

At Herman Miller, we offer government organizations solutions designed to enhance connection, creativity, and productivity in the workplace. These solutions include research-based insights about workplace design and well-designed, top-quality, customized products. Also, we provide worry-free service and installation, as well as an industry-leading warranty. For further information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call 888 443 4357.

Office and Laboratory Furniture
Navy Spiral III BPA
VA Medical Equipment and Supplies (includes Herman Miller storage and transport products)
DUNS #

GS-03F-036DA
N001897A0023
V797D-40147
00-601-2801